
During the commemoration
of ‘Hiroshima’ and
‘Nagasaki’ Day London

CND Vice Chair, Rosemary Addington
said ‘When the world remembers the US
atomic bomb that hit a Japanese city
unleashing a fire storm with winds of
9,000 miles an hour and killing 100,000
people it beggars belief that the US

president has chosen the 72nd anniversary to threaten North
Korea with ‘fire and fury like the world has never seen’. These
words mark the real possibility of a nuclear confrontation.
‘Trump's outrageous statement in the present climate cannot be
interpreted as simply words. He has ratcheted up international
tensions, already high, taking the world closer to nuclear warfare
than we’ve been for many years.’... ‘The Campaign for Nuclear

Disarmament condemns Trump's comments and we call on the
British government to take swift action to de-escalate this
terrifying crisis before it's too late.’

Ways to make your voice heard
As Trump’s comments broke in the news, Rosemary Addington
was quick to respond. She called the BBC protest line to
demand that information about Nagasaki Day be included in
their broadcasts. We urge you to do likewise and bring issues
such as this to the media’s attention.
Why not write a letter to your local paper. You’ll find a
few details about the atomic bombing of Nagasaki on
our website. Carol Turner

Every year the 6th of August
provides an opportunity to reflect
on what took place around the

world during World War Two, and in
particular in Hiroshima and Nagasaki in
August 1945.
Over seventy years have passed since

those terrible events, but the world feels
increasingly unpredictable with a number
of conflicts continuing around the globe,
major political events, and the recent
terror attacks right here on UK soil.
Often the lessons of history are

ignored, but commemorations such as
this give space to remember what has
gone before, and what we can do
differently in the future.
It is more important than ever that we

work together to secure a peaceful
future.
John Biggs
Tower Hamlets Executive Mayor
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The Resister

August 6th, Hiroshima Day, is
commemorated all over the world so that
we never forget the unforgivable war

crime that was committed on that day in 1945.
As usual in London the event was marked by
a rally in Tavistock Square organised by
London Region CND, and equally as usual
the weather was kind to us and we had a
rare sunny summers day.

The theme this year was the little advertised recently agreed UN Treaty to
Ban Nuclear Weapons, signed by 125 governments, but opposed by the
nuclear powers and ignored by the main media. References were made to
this by all speakers, who included a representative from the Ecuadoran
Embassy in London, Cathy West MP,    A.L.Kennedy, Bruce Kent and the
Deputy Mayor of Camden. We were pleased to have a supporting statement
from the Mayor of Tower Hamlets, John Biggs: you may know that Tower
Hamlets is affiliated to the international Mayors for Peace organisation.
Tower Hamlets CND members were very much in evidence - I counted
ten, but I may have missed somebody. Special mention should be made of
Belle Harris, one of our less young members, who provided excellent
refreshments, even excelling her own high standards. She says this will be
her last time, but we shall see....

So an excellent event, well worth supporting.
Phil Sedler Treasurer, London CND

Tavistock Square Gardens

UPDATE

Hiroshima Day 2017



On Tower Hamlets
doorstep, the
biennial DSEI

arms fair returned this
September to the Excel
Centre in Docklands. It
was challenged by a
week of determined and
creative protests,
disrupting the set-up of
this monstrous fair.
There is much more information
on the following weblink:
www.stopthearmsfair.org.uk/
Stephanie Clark
Secretary, Tower Hamlets CND

Arecord turnout of protestors produced
a record number of arrests and
overnight detentions. As even the

magistrates and judges that scores of
suspects are now coming before have
begun to ask questions, lawyers have
suggested that the Crown Prosecution
Service and police have violated their own
guidelines on public order policing. About
105 people were arrested – including
Charlie Chaplin, everyone attending the
Mad Hatters anti-nuclear tea-party and a
Dalek who insisted his charge sheet
ethnicity be recorded as “Alien.”
The main aim seemed to be to get those

arrested off the streets of London E16 for
two weeks by attaching bail conditions that
forbade arrestees from returning to an
expansive exclusion zone around the Excel
Centre. That tactic singularly failed. The
publicity generated by the number of arrests
simply attracted more protestors, while
many of those bailed simply rejoined the
protests in ever more elaborate disguises
and costumes. Necessity only added to the
carnival atmosphere in the access roads
where protestors main aim was to block the
trucks and lowloaders bringing everything
from tanks to small arms to one of the
world’s biggest arms fairs.
Five of the last six Defence and Security

Equipment International (DSEi) arms fairs
have been exposed as hosting companies
selling weapons and instruments of torture
illegal under British law. Armed with film and
printed brochure evidence two activists
brought a private prosecution in British

courts against a French and Chinese
company for doing so in 2014. Having
repeatedly declined, despite the compelling
evidence, to prosecute the case
themselves, the CPS eventually stepped in
to halt the prosecution on the grounds of
“national security.”
In setting a legal precedent that it was

against British national security interests to
enforce our own laws on weapons sales,
promotion and possession on British soil,
the CPS set the benchmark for the 2017
DSEi arms fair: zero policing of the arms
companies inside the Excel Centre with a
no-limits arrest and prosecution approach to
the protestors drawing attention to that
hypocrisy outside. Hence more than one set
of protesters establishment of an Illegal
Weapons Inspection Check-Point outside
the Excel Centre.
That of course is something the police, now

undeniably political instruments of defence of
illegality at DSEi, do not appreciate having
their attention drawn to. “You could Earn a
Cash Reward – ring Crimestoppers!”
proclaim the stenciled invocations to
suspects on the ceiling of cells all over
custody suites in East London. One Arms
Fair arrestee on being extracted from his cell
for interview after eight hours of detention
tried to do just that – report a probable crime
in the sale of illegal weaponry at the Excel
Centre. Predictably, no search warrant for
the arms fair was drawn up by the sergeant
at the desk – just yet another charge sheet
for yet another “suspect” guilty of trying to
enforce the law. n
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on Tower Hamlets doorstep
DSEI
EXCEL

The DSEi arms fair protestors trial is taking place at Stratford Magistrates
Court, 389 High Street, E15 4SB, starting Monday 11th September, with
daily demonstrations from 9am. All support/attendance/contributions wel-
come. Updated info on Stop the Arms Fair website or the defendents
Facebook page.

102Arrested
The following article by a
local member describes
the protest and how 102
people were arrested...



An exhibition to
coincide with the
DSEI Arms Fair

took place from 12 -
15 September in a
suite of rooms of a
vacated corporate
building next to
Mulberry Place in East

London (the dates too were Inauspicious having a number
of major political upheavels associated with them).

More than fifty artists donated works for auction and display
- amongst them some highly regarded practitioners such as
Peter Kennard, and May Ayres, who have produced works
for many years on anti-war themes and other social issues.
A key aspect of this exhibition was collective participation in
a successful fund raising action for CAAT and, once again,
a donated “Banksy” (‘Civilian Drone Strike’ cartoon) proved
to be the ‘star sale’ of the show at £205,000  n
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STITCHES IN TIME
Duncan Ross and
Christine Sibley opened a
superb exhibition in July of
‘Stitches in Time Tapestries
for the Millennium’ including
work by the Kingsley Hall
Sewing Group on a tapestry

of the Roque Map, inspired by an 18th Century Huguenot drawing
of our area. The display in Mile End Park Art Pavilion was in
memory of Diana England, who brought together over 3000
people of Tower Hamlets to make fifty large, fascinating, textile art
pieces illustrating local themes.

COMMON WOMEN
Jill Truman’s play set at Greenham Common in the eighties, had an
enthusiastic read-through by members of Wimbledon CND in June,
attended by the author. They so much appreciated the quality of
the play that they hoped to put on a reading for “family and friends”

followed by a more
polished public staged
playreading in the new Arts
Space at Wimbledon
Library. If you would like to
keep in touch with
developments, contact
Joan Griffiths.
joangriffiths46@gmail.com

Annual General Meeting

&Policy
Conference
15 October 2017
+ Internal Conference (14 Oct)

Arlington Conference Centre,
London NW1 7HE

Tower Hamlets

CND

Tower Hamlets CND
Annual General Meeting

9th November 2017
Challenging
Nuclear Policies:
any grounds
for optimism?
Speakers (tba)
Kingsley Hall
Powis Road, Bromley By Bow,
London E3 3HJ

No need for nuclear
The renewables are here
Stephanie Clark Reports: 17 June CND national Conference

An impressive array of speakers - academics, politicians,
NGOs - cut through the arguments in favour of nuclear
power, exposing the argument that we need nuclear power

“to keep the lights on” as myth.
Conference presented in detail from different perspectives the
rapidly advancing availability of renewables to completely supplant
the need for nuclear, arguing the need for flexible, decentralised
electricity generating systems, alongside reduced demand through
energy efficiency. Wind, biomass, wave, tidal stream, landfill gas,
hydro and solar power are already contributing to renewable power
generation and with unlimited potential.
In contrast, the Government’s commitment to nuclear is

irrational - in denial over the ongoing disasters of Chernobyl and
Fukushima and the problem of nuclear waste, “almost
unmanageable” at present and with no future solution.
Since the conference the National Audit Office has determined

that in the Hinckley Point project the government has “locked
consumers into a risky and expensive project with uncertain
strategic and economic benefits”. It has locked us into a 35 year
commitment to pay the EDF a grossly over-market price for the
electricity generated. It has also locked in commitment to buy from
EDF, regardless of the energy generated by renewables. 
There have been times this year when renewables have met all

our energy needs. Under the Hinckley contract this would be
wasted. What is holding us back from embracing renewables and
rejecting nuclear? The challenge to Labour is to rethink the
preservation of jobs. Labour’s Kelvin Hopkins argued for the
replacement of nuclear jobs with those required for
decommissioning, energy and nuclear waste storage, and for
investment in coastal defence and naval vessels on the Clyde.
And why is the Government persisting with the
disastrous Hinckley project? They have no exit
strategy - and U turns are politically high risk. n



Events
Stop Elbit: Weekly picket of Israeli
drone factory
Every Friday morning, 7am - 9am,
UAV Engines Ltd, Lynn Lane, Shenstone,
Lichfield, WS14 0DT. Israeli arms company
Elbit Systems own four factories in the UK.

East London Against the Arms Fair
(ELAAF) meeting
Second Wednesday of the month, 7-9pm at
The Garden Café, 7 Cundy Road, E16 3DJ.
For more info see ELAAF website.

London CAAT Group Meeting
Third Tuesday of the month at 6.30pm CAAT
office, Unit 4, 5-7 Wells Terrace, N4 3JU
The London CAAT group meets monthly to
discuss arms trade issues + campaigns to end
arms company sponsorship of London's
Museums+Galleries: londoncaat@riseup.net.

Sep 24 2017 6pm - 7:30pm
Labour Party Conference CND fringe
Towards a Nuclear free world: Cancel Trident
replacement, support the nuclear ban
St Paul's Church, West Street, Brighton

Sep 28 2017 5pm-6:30pm
Protest: No Nuclear War
Downing Street, London SW1A
Alarmed by the threat of nuclear war in North
East Asia and the wider Pacific region? We
urge the Prime Minister Theresa May. to use
all diplomatic, international and legal means to
end nuclear threats.

Oct 01 2017 12 noon - 5pm
CND goes to Tory Party conference
Book your place on east London coach from
Tower Hamlets to Manchester. Join a week of
protest and rallies. Call: 07966130699

Oct 02 2017 7:45pm-9:45pm
The Business Plan for Peace:
Lecture by Scilla Elworthy
Conway Hall, 25 Red Lion Square, WC1R
Renowned peace expert Dr Scilla Elworthy
offers insights into the forces driving conflict
and how these can be countered. She will
present a costed business case for peace.

Oct 07 - 14 2017
Keep Space for Peace Week
Join the Global Network Against Weapons and
Nuclear Power in Space as they
commemorate Keep Space for Peace Week.

Oct 07 2017 12 noon-4pm
Keep Space for Peace march and rally
RAF Croughton main gate, Brackley,
Northamptonshire NN13 5XP
Major US communication and intelligence
base supports many US military sites in
Europe. Speakers include CND's Chair, Dave
Webb. Bring flags and banners!

Oct 11 2017 6:30pm-8pm
Discussion with Fabian Hamilton MP -
London CND meeting
Portcullis House, Westminster, SW1A 2JR
London CND presents an evening of
discussion with Fabian Hamilton MP, Shadow
Minister for Peace & Disarmament.

Oct 12 2017 (details below)
Can UN Build a Peaceful World?
To Save Succeeding Generations from
the Scourge of War
Hilton 17-18 Upper Woburn Pl, Euston, WC1H 0HT

Oct 14 2017 10am-5pm
Conference
Confrontation or cooperation?
Nuclear abolition in dangerous times
Arlington Conference Centre,
220 Arlington Road, London NW1 7HE
Register for your free ticket
The world is facing greater challenges than ever,
yet at the same time most states are working to
consign nuclear weapons to the dustbin of
history. Speakers: Reiner Braun, Arielle Denis,
Joseph Gerson, Caroline Lucas MP, Lindsey
German, Nick Dearden, Jude Woodward, Dr
Jenny Clegg, Dr Stuart Parkinson, Kate Hudson,
Dr Dave Webb, Sabby Dhalu.

Oct 15 2017 6:30pm-9pm
CND Annual General Meeting 2017
& Policy Conference
Arlington Conference Centre, NW1 7HE  n

Key events to attend or remember
Let everyone know where the Action is • put the word out

Tower Hamlets

CND
Join us

There are many ways in which you
can get involved in the campaign
for nuclear disarmament locally
and nationally.
At the heart of CND’s work is
bringing the issue of nuclear
disarmament to peoples’ doorstep
and relating it to our communities.
The work of Tower Hamlets CND is
vital as it reaches out to people
who may not have thought about
nuclear disarmament before or felt
there was nothing that could be
done about it. You can decide how
much you want to be involved in
local campaigning. Send us your
stories (something you feel
strongly about), campaign
activities, news and photos or any
donations or support you can give. 
Our newsletter is also available on
the website. Contact us for a
membership form and other info.

l We always welcome new people
to our regular meetings at Kingsley
Hall* from 7.30pm on the second
Thursday of every month. Please
feel free to simply turn up - you
can be assured of a friendly
welcome. (No meetings held in August)
*Kingsley Hall,
Powis Road, Bromley By Bow,
London E3 3HJ

Tel: 020 7515 4681
Email: towerhamletscnd@yahoo.co.uk
W: www.towerhamletscnd.wordpress.com

Can UN Build a Peaceful World?
To Save Succeeding Generations from the Scourge of War
Thursday, 12th October, 2017 from 18:30 - 21:00 
Hilton 17-18 Upper Woburn Pl, Euston London WC1H 0HT
(All are welcome to this free public meeting.)
UN Symposium hosted by Uniting for Peace • Chair: Rita
Payne, Speakers: Fabian Hamilton MP, Humphrey Hawksley,
Breines Ingeborg, Vijay Mehta, Brian Cooper, Luke Addison.


